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Abstraci 

Indigenous production forests are a fast-dwindling resource 
but sufficient research has been done to allow a considerable 
e x p a n s i o ~  of current, small-scale management operations and 
ensure permanenr production of some indigenous timbers. 
While the beech, beechlpodocarp and dense rimu forests on 
the western side of the South lslnnd offer the best protspects 
for management, carefully-controlled selective logging of podo- 
carp forests elsewhere, particularly in  central Norih Island, 
would perp9tuate these forests and preserve forest values addi- 
tional t o  iimber production. 

INTRODUCTION 

Nearly twenty years have passed since the results of the 
National Forest Survey were compiled. In the acmunt of the 
indigenous folrest resources of New Zealand (Masters et al., 
1957) prolspects for management of logged and unloggerd forest 
were discussed but, with the exception of the bleeich species 
and kauri, the situation was not considered promising. In the 
folllowing pages, research findings since that time and their 
application by management are reviewed, and the need for 
further research and scope for future management are out- 
lined. 

KAURI 

Since the mid-1950s surveys have indicated the extent of the 
major areas of Kauri regeneration, and some areas nolt previ- 
ously within Stale forest have been acquired, but there is still 
scope folr further acquisition. Several studies of natural re- 
generation (e.g., Lloyd, 1960) have shoiwn that most occurs 
beneath sera1 shrub hardwo~o~ds such as manuka, kanuka 
( L e p t o s p ~ r m u m  spp.) and tolwai ( Weinmannia silvlicola), which 
have arisen after substantial clearing and/or fire. This is a 
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lengthy and uncertain process depeilldcnt upon the prcserva- 
tion of adequate seed trees and the presence of a suitable 
nurse species. The possibilities of inducing natural regenera- 
tioin by selectively logging mature forest are also uncertain, 
but scllective logging has been carried out, particularly in 
Northland, with the aim of utilizing the mature tiees while 
proltecting the immature trees for future use. If this is to be 
continued, it will bc necessary to improve means of recruit- 
ing regeneration, perhaps by group felling and inducing a 
suitable nurse species. 

The prospect ol proiducing nursery-raised seedlings suitable 
for planting out has been examined (Morrison and Lloyd, 
1972). Plan~ing out of kauri seedlings wth the aim of forming 
plantations has been carried out on a small scale in North- 
land but problems of siting and establishment have to be re- 
solved before it could be applied on a wide scale. There is 
possibly scope for enriching natural regeneration where this is 
patchy, and for enriching selectively-logged forest; further in- 
vestigations along these lines could be profitably undertaken. 

Quite large areas (5  000 ha) of kauri regeneration on Great 
Barrier Island and in Northland have been released from 
overhead ~ornpclition but the actual benefits of such releas- 
ing have yet to be demonstrated by research findings. Studies 
of this nature are required, incorporated with trials to test 
early thinning of regeneration where appropriate. Thinning 
of pole stands has been carried out on a small scale and this 
coluld be expanded into a routine operation in future if there 
is a market for the proidiuce and/or if the benefits of increased 
growth outweigh the costs incurred. 

PODOCARPS 
(excluding be~ech folrest) 

Logged Forests 

These forests arc extremely variable, depending upon their 
original composition, whether there was advance growth pre- 
sent at the1 time oC logging, whether seed sources of merchant- 
able species were left, the intensity o~f the logging, the time 
since logging, the occurrence of fires and the impact of brolws- 
ing animals. Suitable techniques have been developed for 
assessing the stocking of cutover forest; such assessments will 
be necessary for determining management prioriti~es if and 
when intensive management of existing cutover forest is con- 
templateld. 

Provided that there is a solid base of natural regeneration, 
trials have shown that full stocking can be achieved by en- 
riching with nursery-raised podocarp seedlings, but the tech- 
nique is probably too expensive to be used on a wide scale 
or used where the natural regeneration is sparse. Enrichment 
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with exotics such as eucalypts oc Japanese cedar (Cryptomeria 
japonica) has alsc been demonstrated as feasible. 

Management ol cutover indigenous lorest has to date con- 
sisted almost solcly ojf fire-protection, and this otf coiurse should 
continue. Where natural regeneration off merchantable species 
exists, there is scope for more intensive management, particu- 
larly where therc is a re~sidue of merchantable trees. Else- 
where the options are to retain the forest as a reserve, with 
the potential to produce cellulose in the future, or to convert 
it to a more productive form olf land use. 

Forests with Scattered Podocarps 

In these forests there are usually fewer than 10 merchant- 
able podocarps (70 m3 per hectare) and the smaller size classes 
are generally polorly representea, so there is little scope for 
selectively logging the poldocarps alone. The alternatives a p  
pear to be: reservation, either for amenity purposes olr as a 
co~ntingency timber reserve; logging and leaving to form a 
future ameaity reselrve or poltenlial sourcle of cellulo~s~e; or log- 
ging and converting to a more pro-olductive form of land use. 
Where the hardwooid associates are valulable species such as 
tawa (Beilschmirdia tawa), kohekohe (Dysokylum spectabile), 
or mangeao (Litsea calzcaris) and thes~e are numerous enough, 
selective logging may be possible. Other than some assess- 
ments of regeneratioc and monitoring of growth rates, there 
has been no research work done in this type of forelst. Recent 
surveys have revealed areas of forest in the West Taupo rlegion 
where! scattered podocarps are present in association with a 
substantial amount olf well-developed podocarp regeneration. 
A trial has been initiated to remove the bulk of the mature 
trees while retaining molst of the regeneration and keeping 
forest disturbance to a minimum. 

Forests with Moderately Dense Podocarps 

These are forests where there are sufficient podocarp trees 
(between i O  and 50/ha o'r 70 to 350 m5/ha) for selective log- 
ging to be feasible. Selective logging trials have been estab- 
lished in such forest at Pureosra and Minginui in central North 
Island and in north and south Westland. These trials have 
proved that selective logging can be oconomically feasible and 
can be carried out without destroying the essential structure 
of the forest or causing undue damage to residual stems. Be- 
cause the smaller size classes are usually poorly represented, 
except where there is an admixture 06 hardwoods such as tawa 
and hinau (Elaeocarpus dentatus), and because1 of the long 
rotations required for podocarps (200 to 300 years), it is prolb- 
ably not possible to manage these forests for a sustained yield 
in perpetuity, but at least they can be logged without being 
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destroyed and they can be relogged in the foreseeablc future 
if that should be desired. It is naturally desirable to promolte 
regeneration of merchantable species, but obtaining such re- 
ge~neration is not an essential prerequisite for indigenous lorest 
management. The problems of regenerating podocarps in podo- 
carp/tawa forests of central North Islanld have received some 
attention (Beveridge, 1973). Anofther important objeictive in 
selective logging of thcse forests IS to leave the forcst in a 
stable and healthy condition. In the Pureora trial an assess- 
ment of all merchantable trees was made 12 years after re- 
moving onethird of the crop in small groups. As a high pro+ 
portion of leaning and thin-crowned podocarps were removed 
in logging, it was found that the incidence of windfall and 
death of large trees was lower in the selectively-logged bloicks 
than in the unloggeld control block. Careful tree marking and 
control of logging is required lo achieve this result. In the 
past, logging olf much of the indligenous forest has been rda- 
tively uncontrolled and has resulted in much molre devastation 
than nelcessary. 

Despite the fact that the trials have been established for 
6 to 13 years, the Forelst Service has only relcently attempte~d 
ta  manage these forests as indigelnous production forests, and 
then only in south Westland. 

There is considerable scope folr further trials in this type 
of forest, mainly to lest the physical limitations to1 selective 
logging and the econolmics of selectively logging the lower 
voilume areas. The economics of logging depen~d to a large 
extent on the value of the extracted logs, and this could change 
drastically with changes in supply and demand. 

Dense Podocarp Forests 

There are threc distinct types ojf dense podocarp forelst: the 
all-aged rimu forests founidl mainly on terraces in south West- 
land; even-ageid pole stands, which occur locally throughout 
the country; and dense stands of mostly mature trees, which 
occur mainly in the central North Island. 

Research into and the management of the terrace rimu 
forests of south Westland have beien well dolcumented (e.g., 
Franklin, 1968, 1971, 1972a; Gover, 1972). These forests can 
be logged i.concmically without destroying their structure or 
causing undue d~amage to residual stems provided that roads 
are carefully sited and adequately culverted to avoid poading 
of water. Recruitment of rimu regeneration has been found 
to, be greatly fmoured by the presence of disturbed ground 
and the presence of seed trees within 30 to 40 m. Current 
logging favours regeneration by logging out small groups of 
overmature anld/or unhealthy trees by using skidders working 
flwm pre-formed tracks wherever possible. Forming the ex- 
traction tracks ahead of lagging ensures that damage to re- 
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sidual stems, particularly regeneration, is kept to a minimum, 
while group logging ensures minimum felling damage to re- 
sidual stems and maximum ground disturbance where 
regeneration is most needed - around the stumps of felled 
trees. The groups arc kept small to ensure that there is always 
a seed source nearby. 

Increment studies have shown that increments of between 
1.5 and 2.0 m3/ha/yr are conimon in virgin forest and that these 
are not lkely to be depressed by selection logging extracting 
between 20 and 35% of the standing merchantable volume. 
Further investigations into the increment of unlogged forest and 
forest logged to differing degrees are continuing, together with 
studies of the factors which favour the recruitment and growth 
of rimu seedlings. 

Tho thinning of pole stands of podocarps has not been 
well tested, mainly blecause of the limited extent of such 
stands and the lack or markets for the produce. Management 
has consisted' of either bypassing them as in Westland, or 
clearfelling them for conversion to exotics as at West Taupo. 
Where pole stands are adjacent tc, areas being selectively log 
ged, they should come under selection management when the~ir 
pro~duce is utilizable, thinning to wastc certainly cannot be 
econo~mically justified at the present time. The existing pole 
stands in south Westland1 coiuld eventually constitute between 
25 and 50% of the area which 1s selectively logged for a sus- 
tained yield. 

The thinning oi dense star&k of mature podocarps has also 
not been well tested, mainly 011 the assumption that thinned 
stands would be unstable and subject to widespread wind- 
throw. Management has favoured coaverting such fosrest to 
exotics after logging, mainly becaus~e of the size and location 
of the areas involved and the relative ease of land preparation. 
If they are to be retained as rnldigenous forest there is an 
urgent need to test selective logging, first to sele whether 
damage and windthrow can be kept below acceptable levels 
and, secondly, to see whether podocarp regeneration can be 
induced. A selective logging trial is planned in Tihoi Forest, 
and results from this trial could be used to determine future 
management of- the remaining dense pojdo~carp stands in West 
Taupo forests. 

BEECH AND PODOCARP/BEECH FORESTS 

The presence of ghost moth (Aenetus virescens) casts doubt 
on the lcasibility of managing beech folrest in the North Island 
for the production olf quality timbers and veneers. Red beech 
has been widely utilized for fencing material and has been 
satisfactorily regenerated at Kaimanawa and Rangataua 
fofrests, but elsewhere in the North Island regeneration has 
been fortuitous and patchy. In the South Island, only in 
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western Soi~~thland have beech forests bccn managed on anv 
scale but (here is coasidierable scope for beech management, 
and mixed podocarp/beech management, 012 the West Coast. 

Recntilment of Regeneration 

In western Southland trials have shown that rcgencration is 
best achievcd by having advance growth present at the time 
of logging; this in turn is best achicved by removing the ground 
vegetation (chicfly BZechntrm discolor) tot expose mineral so~il 
up to three years before logging so that at least one good seed- 
fall is received belore logging. Thilsl has been carried out 
wherever possible as a routine measure since 1963. The 
greatest barriers to obtaining full stocking are stecp areas, 
where pre-logging scarification by tractolr is not possible, and 
densle piles of slash, particularly those created by felling cull 
trees. Where thc ground cannot be scarified before logging, 
planting is the only alternative to, having patchy regeneration 
and unproductive areas. Eucalypts (E. regnans and E. dele- 
gatensis) have been lesied and found to grow well without ad- 
versely affecting adjacent beech regeneration. The planting of 
artificially-raised silver bcech seedlings in such situations has 
not yet been tesied but experiments have been initiateld. 

The slash created by cull felling could be avoided by poison- 
ing o r  ringbarking culls but this is slightly more expensive 
and has nolt been favourec! because of the ugly appearance of 
large numbers of dead standing trees. If logging for chipwood 
eventuates, this will remove the problem causcd by cull fell- 
ing, but because it will destroy much more of the advance 
growth, successf~d regeineration will be much more dependent 
upon obtaining recruitment after logging. This aspe~ct is under 
investigatioln in two1 recently established chipwofod lo,nging 
trials, but at least one further trial needs to be establ~sheld 
to1 test whether pre-logging scarification serves any useful 
purpose where thc forest is logged for chipwood. 

Trials in the Maru~ia Valley of south-west Nelson have shown 
that red b e x h  forest in this locality, and probably in inlanld 
valleys further west, reacts in much the same way to1 scarifica- 
tion and logging as silver beech forest in western Southland. 
Regeneration is precluded by the presence of dense ground 
vegetation or dense slash. A chipwood logging trial bas shown 
that this forest can be successfully regenerated, and further 
trials to test more fully the effelcts of chipwod logging, par- 
ticularly in relation to time of major seedfall, will be estab- 
lished in 1975. On the assumption that advance growth could 
still contribute significantly to regeneration after chipwoold 
logging, trials are also being established to ensure that advance 
growth is present at the time of logging; these will test the 
effects of ground scarification and/or canopy opening by log 



ging for small chipwood material, several years in advancc 
of the main logging. 

On the flat tot rolling poorly-drained soils of the West Coast, 
the beech forcsts classified as PB3 and PB4 by National Forest 
Survey are jn thc main dominated by mountain beech, silver 
beech or hard beech. Belcause these forests usually contain a 
high volume of podocarps, the great bulk of them have already 
been cut over. An assessment of a representative sample in 
1973 showed that, where the canopy is intact, there is usually 
a good stoclting of advance growth, and where the canopy 
has been opened up there is often abundant regeneration. 
Trials have been established 10 see whether* the remaining chip- 
wofod can be rcmoved without destroying toso much of the 
regeneration, and to see whcther there is any benefit in leav- 
ing seed trees or planting a nurse crop of eucalypts along the 
extraction tracks. In  these logged forests, residual podocarp 
poles and podocarp regeneration could contribute significantly 
to any htuve crop, and therecore these areas should probably 
be regarded as mixeld poidocarp/beech management awas. In 
the few remaining unlogged areas, mainly in Hochstetter and 
Charleston Statc Forests, selection management could favour 
podocarps ahead of beech; a trial to demonstrate this will be 
established as soon as a suitable area becomes available. 

On the1 West Coast hill country where slopes are steep, the 
podocarp beech forests often havc a dense ground vegetation 
and beech advance growth is scarce. Podocarp stoickings are 
generally low, arild selective logging for podocarps leaves the 
forest canopy largely intact except around landings. Because 
of this heavy residue of beech, the dense ground vegetation, 
the lack of advance growth, and the steepness oC slopes pre- 
cluding scarification, these forests would bc very difficult to 
manage 101- beech. A considerable body of experience has been 
built up on the use of eucalypts folr enriching these forests 
after logging for sawlogs (Franklin, 1972b) and this is now 
standard practice in thc Westport d~istrict. Elsewhere on the 
West Coast, the prospect of more intensive beech utilization in 
the near fu~ure ,  together with the fact that eucalypts have yet 
to be grown to utilizable sizes in beech forests, have been the 
reasons givcri for not using eucalypts more widely for enrich- 
ment planting. There is a need to test whether chipwood log- 
ging will enhancc the prospects for beech management on this 
hill country, or whether more extensive supplementary plant- 
ing of eucalypts will be required to keep the land fully pro. 
ductive. Planning of suitable trials is under way. 

Treutment of Regeneration 

Where ade'quate beech regeneration has been obtained, it 
then has to be managed to protduce an acceptable product a t  
a reasonable cost. Experience from many trials has shown that 
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if thinning 1s delayed, extensive windthrow may occur, attack 
by pinhole borers map degrade the timber and lead to rnor- 
tality in times ol drought, and epicormic shoots may diminish 
the chances of growing clear timber. The alternatives appear 
to  be either to lelave the regeneration untendeld olr to) thin 
early and heavily (see Franklin, 1974; Johnston, 1972; Milligan, 
1972, 1974). Untended regeneration will not produce high 
quality produce in less than 100 years and will still be proizc 
to attack and damage from pinhole borers. Thus, in re~cent 
years emphasis has been placed on testing heaty early thin- 
n ing~ ,  with priming where nelcessary tot obtain clear timbe~r 
in the butt logs. Early thinning doles not lead to lolss of form 
of crop trees and can result in average diametcr increments 
osf 1 cm/year on individual trees, thus presenting the possibil- 
ity ot pro~ducing beech sawlogs and veneers on a rotation of 
60 to 80 yeas .  

Early thinning of beech regeneration to 2 000 to 3 000 stems/ 
ha is now standard practice in western Southland anld is also1 
being introduced as a routine' operation to suitable areas of 
beech regenerat~on on the West Coast. Intensive management 
can be justified where the regeneration is dominated by red 
beech or silver beech because of the potential value of the 
timber produced. but where the regeneration is dolminated by 
moluntain beech or hard beech, such intensive management 
may not be warranted. 

IMPIJCATIONS FOR MANAGEMENT 

The Forest Service has mzdle substantial efforts to manage 
silver beech in western Southland and rimu in the terrace 
forests of south Westland, and results are prolmising. Progress 
has been made on kauri management and on understanding 
the problems of collecting seed, raising seledlings in the 
nurselry and planting out most of the major native timber 
species. Elvmhcre, however, management of indigenous 
folrests for sustained or prolongcd yield of indigenous timbers 
has been negle~cted. 

Over the years, the area of virgin indigenous forest has been 
steadily and substantially reduced, often by a single logging 
operation in whrch all podocarps and some of the hardwods 
have been removed. Currently, the major North Island hafld- 
wood, tawa, is being rapidly exploited for pulpwood. I t  has 
nolt usually been practicable to prolduce further podocarp 
timber crops from forests logged in this manner because ad- 
vance growth has olften been scarce o~r  absent at the time of 
logging, no adequate seed source has been left, and the forest 
structure has otten been destroyed. In some cases, this result 
was inevitable once the diecision to log had been taken. I11 
othe~rs, however, where selective logging would have been pos- 
sible, the extraction of the maximum amount of timber at 
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least co~st, together with conversion of the land to1 exotics, has 
taken precedence over managing the forest for a sustaine~d 
or prolonged yizld of indigenous timbers. 

Tolo often in the past, logging operations have called the 
tune for managment instead of being made the main silvi- 
cultural tool fotr leaving the forest in a condition where posi- 
tive managemEnt folr further crops of indigenous timber can 
be practised. Sound forastry dictates that optimum manage- 
ment should controll the method, intensity and timing of log- 
ging. It is olten difficult to justify managing indigenous, fotrests 
for timber production alone, but perpetuation olf indigenous 
forest may be thc opt~~mum form of management if other con- 
siderations, such as soil and water conservation, recreation 
and amenity arc taken into account. 

This review has shown that suficient is known for indigen- 
ous forest mansgemcnt to be practised more widely. Thus, 
despite the fact that indigenous forests are a diminishing re- 
source in this c~~unt ry ,  there is still scope for greatly incre~as- 
ing the araa which is positively managed as a permanent 
indigenotus resource. 
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